We consider abstract interpretation (in particular strictness analysis) for pairs and lists. We begin by reviewing the well-known fact that the best known description of a pair of elements is obtained using the tensor product rather than the cartesian product. We next present a generalisation of Wadler's strictness analysis for lists using the notion of open set. Finally, we illustrate the intimate connection between tke case analysis implicit in Wadler's strictness analysis and the precision that the tensor product allows for modelling the inverse cons operation.
I n t r o d u c t i o n
Let us begin with pairs. It is common belief that to describe a pair one must use a pair of descriptions. As an example consider a pair (true,false) and an analysis for detecting constants (see the figure) . It is immediate that T is the best description of 'true' and F is the best description of 'false' so that it is natural to use (T,F) as the description of (true,false).
It is well-known (but perhaps to too few!) that in general this approach does not give the best description possible. As an example consider the pair (x,x) where x is either 'true' or 'false' and thus is described by 1. Here the above strategy would call for using (1, 1) . A similar description would arise for the pair (x,",x) and if the use of the pair was to test for equality of the two booleans we will obviously not obtain precise information: it would appear that the result of the test is (1= 1 ) which clearly is 1.
The solution is immediate: we will describe (x,x) by (T,T) or ( F , F ) and (x,-~x) by (T,F) or (F, T) --assuming of course that x is described by 1. Then the test will always yield T in case of (x,x) and always F in case of (x,-~x).
This observation is by no means novel. It dates back (at least) to [9] that distinguished between independent attribute analyses (the first kind) and relational analyses (the second kind). The first systematic treatment was given in [11] and the highlights are also presented in [12, 13, 14] . It amounted to the following identifications: independent attribute method --cartesian product relational method =-tensor product 2 2 =
F
The notion of tensor product is a very general notion from category theory [10] . One has to be specific about the category (complete lattices) and the property (additivity or distributivity) in order to home in on the concept. An early reference to tensor products of complete lattices is [2] and [11] gave a direct construction that was closer to motivating why the tensor product would be useful for the relational method; the construction we give in Section 2 is a cut-down version that applies to finite complete lattices only. (Hence the reader can happily forget about compact elements, consistently complete cpo's, algebraicity, ideal completions etc. for the duration of this paper.)
Let us now turn to lists. Here the difficulty is not to find a general description of lists but to find one that is useful for the analysis of lazy languages. The first remarkable success in this area was Wadler's strictness analysis for lists [17] . For lists of base types, like Int list, it used a four-point domain: Here a list is finite if it is of the form Vl:...:vn:NIL, and is non-finite if it is either infinite, i.e. vx:v2:..., or else partial, i.e. v,:...:vn:L. Much work has been directed at generalizing Wadler's construction to other recursive data structures (e.g. [5] ). In a sense this is not hard; however, it would seem that no one has been able to obtain a generalisation that is equally natural. (Almost all generalisations contain far too many descriptive elements and more or less ad-hoc ways have to be found to throw some of them out again.) Here we consider the more mundane task of generalising Wadler's analysis from lists of base types to arbitrary lists. One easy approach (discovered by many) is to note that Wadler's construction amounts to the double lifting of the two-point domain T 1 describing all elements 2 0 describing only the L-element used to describe the strictness properties of base types. However, this does not give the desired descriptive power when the elements of the lists have more structure. This was also observed in [5] and in Section 3 we shall see how to do better --without first introducing many more descriptive elements and next making sure that only the interesting ones are retained.
The success of Wadler's analysis is not only due to the use of a four-point domain but rests at least as much on the (implicit) use of case analysis when analysing function definitions.
In Section 4 we then show that case analysis amounts to nothing but the use of an inverse cons operation --provided that the range of the inverse cons operation is modelled Using tensor product. This amounts to a formalisation of Wadler's remark that the case analysis is performed by using the abstraction of cons "in a backward manner".
Tensor products for pairs
Let us consider a small lazy functional language with types given by 1
The first step in describing an analysis by means of abstract interpretation is to describe the complete lattice A(t) associated with each type t. For strictness analysis it is common to model the base types using the two-point lattice 2 described above. However, to illustrate how lists of structured types are handled we shall be a bit more ambitious in some of our choices:
Thus our modelling of Int is a proper strictness analysis whereas our modelling of Bool amounts to an analysis for detecting constants; however, if only the 0 and 1 elements are retained we have a proper strictness analysis corresponding to the use of A(Bool) = 2. For composite types our starting point will be the following definitions:
The basic idea is that a property of a pair of elements is a pair of properties (one for each component) and that a property of a function is a function that maps properties of arguments to properties of results. There is the additional twist that we use an outer lifting. This is in order to distinguish between the undefined element of a product or function space and the least "defined" element (a pair of _l_-properties or the function mapping any property to the 1-property). The choice corresponds to the choice made in the standard semantics (see the Appendix) and is invaluable in order to model the behaviour of a lazy functional language.
Example 1 Consider the function eq : Bool x Bool ~ Bool that tests for equality of its two arguments. In the analysis A it will be natural to set
1In a realistic language one would have only one of x and @, say x. Some occurrences of x will then be interpreted as we interpret x and others as we interpret | The actual choice will depend on the precision wanted and the context of the occurrence. []
Returning to the example of the Introduction let us consider the behaviour of a function
upon an element x that can be either 'true' or 'false'. Here 1 describes x and using A(eq) as specified in Example 1 we obtain 1 as the result, even though we know that the result must be 'true' so that one would have hoped for T as the result of the analysis.
The crux of the problem is that
up((T,T)) U up((F,F)) = up((T,F)) 0 up((F,T))
and that we are therefore not able to describe the difference between the pairs (x,x) and (x,-~x) where x is described by 1. The solution we propose is to use lifted tensor product rather than lifted cartesian product. This will enable us to achieve
up(cross( T,T)) O up(cross(F,F)) • up(cross( T,F)) U up(cross(F,T))
for a suitable function cross. However, to be able to compare the possibilities we shall keep the interpretation of A(tl x t2) and instead interpret A(tl | t2) as stated.
To conduct this development we need a few auxiliary notions
for all choices of ll, 12, l, l~, l~ and I'. It is easy to show that if f:L• is additive then it is also separately additive but the converse does not hold. The tensor product may then be regarded as a way of turning separately additive functions into additive ones. To be more precise consider complete lattices L and L'. 
(P(DxD'), A( Y, Y').{(y,y')]ye YA y'e Y'}) is a tensor product of 79(0) and P(D'). []
The above example shows that the tensor product always exists in the category of distributive and finite lattices and monotonic (hence continuouos) functions; this follows from [6, Section 7] that in effect shows that L is a finite and distributive lattice if and only if L=79(D) for a finite cpo D. A much more general result may be found in [2] but note that the notion of tensor product studied there is slightly different 2. Here we shall be content with demonstrating the existence of the tensor product within the category FCL of finite complete lattices and monotonic (hence continuous) functions.
The elements of L| will be be certain subsets Y of LxL'. To this end we shall say that a set Y is left-closed when Y = LC(Y) and where LC(Y) is as above. We shall say that a set Y is closed in both components when Y = CCI(Y) and Y = CC2(Y) and where 2It is the tensor product with respect to complete additivity. Which tensor product is the more adequate depends on the setting at hand. We believe that the tensor product studied in this paper is well suited for lazy languages whereas that of [2] is well suited for eager languages. (12,1') [11] or [14] .
[]
We can now return to the definition of the analysis A where we have already hinted at the desire to use
A(tl | t2) = (A(tl) | A(t2))•
Example 6 In Example 1 we considered the analysis of the function eq. Now consider the similar function eq ~ : Boo1 | Boo1 ~ Boo1. For this it is natural to set
In this way A(eq ~) will give F when applied to up(
cross( T, F)) tl up(cross(F, T)) and will give T when applied to up(cross(T, T)) U up(cross(F,F)). Thus the required precision
has been obtained, t::l
Wadler-like analysis of general lists
To prepare for our analysis of lists we need some terminology. 
To overcome the growing notational complexity it is helpful to write 0 for 2, 1 for up(]-),
Ye for up(up(Y)), ye for RC({y})e, that is up(up(RC({y}))).
The intended meaning of these elements is as follows:
additionally describes all infinite lists and all partial lists, Te describes all lists. ((1,_l_) ),up((_l_,2))] which does not have an adequate description in Wadler's approach (cf. the discussion of [5] where the inadequacy of a general•177 of Wadler's approach is described). The Appendix contains a slightly more detailed discussion of these matters.
[] Example 10 Returning to Example 9 the concrete lists described by these properties may be described as follows: To illustrate the benefit of using ( We shall regard hd as a primitive of the functional language whereas length and sum will be programs; as we shall see it will cost some effort to obtain a compositional and optimal analysis A of len~h and sum.
[] To account for Wadler's notion of case-analysis we shall assume that there is a case construct. Informally, the meaning of case(e,,e2) should be "equivalent" to 3 cond(isnil, e,, e2otuple(hd,%l)) where cond is the familiar conditional, isnil is the test for whether a list is empty or not, hd and tl are the selection functions for lists and tuple(e,,e2) is intended to map v to (e,(v),e2(v)). By incorporating case as a language primitive we will be able to specify the strictness properties of case freely. 
up(ha. up( ( dn( hl)( a),dn( h2)(a) ) ) ) ) )
A(fst) = up(ha, ax where (a,,a2) = dn(a)) A(snd) = up(ha, a2 where (al,a2) = dn(a))
A(cons) = strict( hh:. strict(,~h2, up(ha.
I if dn(h2)(a)E_l Yet'l(dn(hl)(a))e if dn(h2)(a)=Ye )))

A(nil) = up(ha. Te)
aThey will be equivalent in the semantics S of the Appendix but the whole point is that they will not be equivalent in the analysis A. up((1,1) 
dn( h2)( up( (T A(to), 1 ))) U{dn(h~)(up((n g', (YO Y')~))) [ Y'C_ Y} dn(h2)(up((TA(to),Tr II dn(hl)(Te)
where)) if a=l
dn(h2)(up((1,O~))) II dn(h2)(up((O,le))) if a=0e ))) dn(h2)(up((1,1e))) U dn(h,)(10 if a=le
We shall explain the definition in the case where a=0e. Here we use that a=0e really stands for a=Y~ with Y={0,1}. The subsets Y' of Y are 0, {0}, {1} and {0,1} but we only need to consider {1} and {0,1}. Since O,l~) We shall now see how to obtain a similar effect by using the tensor product and then dispensing with the case construct. We begin by considering the operators tuple', fst ~ and snd' associated with (tensor) products:
dn(h2)(up((1,O~))) t_J dn(h2)(up((
A(tuple') 9 A(to-*t,) --+ A(to--+t2) -* A(to--+tl| A(tuple') = strict( Ahl. strict( Ah2. up( )ta.
up(cross(dn(hl)(a), dn(h2)(a))))))
However, the weak point is that tuple' is the only operator that constructs an element of the tensor product and that this element is of the form cross(...,...) and so does not exploit the additional precision of the tensor product. This can be rectified by letting the interpretation of tuple' consider the atoms or the irreducible elements of the argument a (or dn(a)); references to approaches following these ideas may be found in the Conclusion. Here we shall take a shortcut and introduce special operators for exploiting the tensor product. One is split which is the inverse cons operation and it is supposed to be "equivalent" to euple'(hd,tl). The other is pair(e~, e2) that is supposed to be "equivalent" to tuple'(elofse', e2osnd'). For the analysis we then have
up(U{cross(dn(hA(O, l (t,t')edn(a)}))))
Note the similarities between the definition of A(split) and that of A(case). We also need
A(cond) 9 A(to---+Bool) ---+ A(to---*tl) ---* A(t0---*tl) ---* A(to--*tl)
A(cond) = strict( Ahl. strict(,kh2, strict( ~h3. up( Aa. Again there is no need to redefine hd and thus no need to analyse it. We may then perform the following analysis of length: 
Conclusion
Judging from the development of the previous section we can obtain optimal results for key functions using either case-analysis or the tensor product. Admittedly our treatment had a few special operators but these may be dispensed with at the price of a more complex theory: [11] contains formulations for a general tuple'-construct where the joinirreducible elements are used for case analysis. A similar development but using atoms is contained in [12] . This all relates to the study of so-called expected forms [11, 14] . One should take care, however, to note that there is a certain "duality" in the sets considered. For lists we are using right-closed sets whereas for tensor products we are using left-closed sets (that are additionally closed in each component). The use of leftdosed sets is rather natural for abstract interpretation as is evidenced by the central role the lower powerdomain plays in many formulations of abstract interpretation. The use of right-closed sets for lists seems to be necessary to capture the essence of Wadler's insight: the ability to describe long finite lists that may have arbitrary elements except that one of these has to be 1. In the terminology of [1] one might say that the Wadler-like analysis of hsts necessitates a formulation of liveness aspects in addition to the safety aspects.
We should like to investigate the relationship between our use of open sets and the use of least Moore families in [4] for extending abstraction lattices with additional elements. It is important to note that (unlike [5] ) our construction specialises to that of [17] in the case where the abstraction lattice for the element type is a chain. One may view our use of A(t list) = ((O(A(t)))a_). as opposed to A(t list) = ((A(t)).). as a way of introducing the required 'meets'.
A final note concerns the exclusion of the empty set in the definition of O(...). We believe that a more "uniform" development would result if the empty set was admitted; in particular the correctness predicate val of the Appendix could then be defined in a more "natural" way on the top-element. However, for lists of base types we would then get a five-point domain rather than Wadler's four-point domain.
Appendix: Correctness
So far we have only given informal explanations of the intended meaning of the (strictness) properties in A(t). Since the definition of the analysis presupposes a clear understanding of these meanings we shall begin by explaining some facets of the semantics, S, and then define a safety predicate valt.
The semantics of types, S(t), is given by the following definitions where T is the flat cpo of truth values ('true', 'false' and _1_) and Z is the fiat cpo of integers (...,-1,0,1,... Here we note that the lifting used for product allows to distinguish between the completely undefined value (_1_) of a product type and the value being a pair of undefined values (up((.l_,_l_))). Similarly for functions we distinguish between the undefined function (1) and the function (up(Av.
• that always yields an undefined result when applied. To explain the semantics of lists consider a partially ordered set (D,E) and how to define the partially ordered set (D~176 of potentially infinite lists. Let us say that a set of positive integers is convex if it equals {1,2,...} or if it equals {1,2,...,n} for some n>0; we shall say that the set has supremum n exactly when it equals {1,2,.-.,n}. Assuming that * is an element not in D we define where l(n)El'(n) implies that if one of l(n) or l'(n) is * then so is the other. --To allow for a more convenient notation for the elements of D r162 we shall write the least element of D ~176 as _1_ and allow the usual notation involving ':', i.e. infix cons, for constructing elements. Turning now to the issue of correctness we shall define a safety relation valt: S(t) x A(t)--* {true,false} by structural induction over types t. This technique is commonly called logical relations [16] although the use of tensor product gives a twist: 
The cases of base types, product types and function types should be rather straightforward. In the case of tensor product we use an existential quantifier to reflect that an element of the tensor product is a set of possible properties where only one of them needs to hold. The clause for lists formalises the meaning of properties of the form al= Ye. It is here important to realise that for each property a of Y there must be some element of the concrete lists that enjoys that property. In the case where the type t of the elements has A(t) to be a chain (as for t one of Int, Int list etc.) this is equivalent to Wadler's requirement that the 'meet' of all the elements in the concrete list must be described by a. As was also observed in [5] this does not make sense in general, hence our use of a universal quantifier.
The safety predicate valt enjoys a number of properties that are indicative of what one would expect to hold for an arbitrary analysis. (Just think of valt(v,a) as a shorthand for ~t(v)Ea for a sufficiently well-behaved function fit, i.e. one that is strict and continuous and maps compact elements to compact elements4.) 4Note on terminology: Our fit corresponds to abs of [3] ; in an analogous way the (~ and 7 of [11, 14] correspond to Abs and Conc, respectively, of [3] . (The use of a and 7 is motivated by the notation in the original papers on abstract interpretation, e.g. [4] .) Lemma and that none of f~, f2, hi or h2 equals _1_. The definition of A(case)(hx)(h2) applied to a then amounts to a case analysis upon the strictness property a. If a=0 we know that the list v is _1_ so that S(case)(fl)(f2) applied to v gives -I-s(t,). It is therefore natural to use the strictness property -kA(tl).
If a=l we know that the list v is infinite or partial. Hence any element v' of S(to) may be the head of v (unless v is .1_) and the tail v" of v will still be infinite or partial.
Hence TACt~ aptly describes v' and 1 aptly describes v" so that dn( h2)( up ( ( r A(to),l ) ) ) aptly describes dn(f2) (up((v',v") up((v',v") )) as well as • By using the least upper bound we obtain a strictness property that aptly describes both possibilities. 
